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SUMMARY OF TREAT EXPERIMENTS ON OXIDE CORE-DISRUPTIVE ACCIDENTS

by

C. E. Dickerman, A. B. Rothman, A. E. Xlickman, B. W. Spencer, and A. DeVolpi

ABSTRACT

A program of transient in-reactor experiments is being con-

ducted by Argonne National Laboratory in the Transient Reactor

Test (TREAT) facility to gu'.de and support analyses of hypothetical

core-disruptive accidents (HCDA) in liquid-metal fast breeder

reactors (LMFBR). Test results provide data needed to establish

the response of LMFBR cores to hypothetical accidents producing

fuel failure, coolant boiling, and the movement of coolant, molten

fuel, and molten cladding. These data include margins to fuel

failure, the modes of failvre and movements, and evidence for iden-

tification of the mechanisms which determine the failure and move-

ments. A key element in the program is the fast-neutron hodoscope,

which detects fuel movement as a function of time during experiments.

The following general points arise from the experiments done

thus far:

1. Explosive, energetic vaporization events do not occur with
the LMFBR fuel-coolant system.

2. Margins between normal operation and fuel failure are high.
For example, in the transient overpower (TOP) accidents
studied, fuel failure has occurred at sample power levels
several times design.

3. The dominant modes of fuel movement are dispersive, a fact
which supports analyses that predict shutdown of the nuclear
reaction as a direct result of the HCDA.

4. A number of mechanisms which produce the dispersals that have
been identified, attention has been focused on models which
reproduce dispersive behavior.

5. These experiments have provided valuable experimental data
for direct tests of analytical models: guiding application
of models, providing limits to ranges of possible parameters
for computer input, and indicating directions for future
developments.



I. INTRODUCTION

A program of transient in-reactor experiments is being conducted by

Argonne National Laboratory in the Transient Reactor Test (TREAT) facility to

guide and support analyses of the response of liquid-metal-cooled fast breeder

reactors (LMFBR) to hypothetical core-disruptive accidents (HCDA). Although

the designs of these reactors are engineered to present a succession of bar-

riers to the development of HCDA, the response of each LMFBR to extremely low-

probability accidents is analyzed during design and licensing. The role of

HCDA analysis in LMFBR licensing has been discussed by Fauske.1 Briefly, after

selection of the initial events which are postulated to occur regardless of

design provisions to prevent the HCDA, the analysis proceeds on a mechanistic

basis. The TREAT experiments are being performed in order to provide data

needed as a basis for these mechanistic analyses.

The TREAT-related studies on fast-reactor transient fuel behavior began

in support of the earlier US generation of the metal-fueled EBR-II/Fermi fast

reactors.2 The experiments from this phase of work provided data on mecha-

nisms of failure, margins to fuel failure, mechanisms of fuel movement, and

the effects of prior irradiation on fuel failure and fuel movement. Those

fuels were shown to have high margins to failure, which were not significantly

degraded by irradiation to the design specifications.3 Irradiated fuel was

shown to expand significantly under accident conditions, providing a strong

negative-feedback mechanism for power shutdown. Fuel-failure propagation due

to loss of the sodium thermal bond between fuel and cladding in the EBR-II

design was shown to be a nonaccident.,* Analyses of postulated EBR-II HCDA

were carried out using TREAT test data on fuel-failure thresholds, and con-

sidering incoherence of phenomena across individual subassemblies and across

the core, These analyses showed significant effects on accident mitigation

due to inclusion of phenomenological-based incoherence effects.5

Development of oxide-fuel transient testing proceeded in parallel with

the overall oxide-fuel LMFBR program.6 The aim of this testing is the study of

the key safety issues relevant to HCDAs involving oxide cores.

The two principal. HCDA types under study are transient overpower (TOP) and

transient undercooling (TUC).7'8 In the TOP, it is assumed that accidental



control-rod withdrawal occurs (usually at a rate well in excess of the actual

design capability) and that the LMFBR is not shut down by its various plant-

protection systems. The system power continues to increase, limited only by

the inherent shutdown mechanisms such as fuel dispersal after failure. In a

typical TUC, power to all primary coolant pumps is assumed to fail, the plant-

protection systems fail to shut down the reactor, and the accident proceeds

through coolant boiling and fuel failure until the system is finally dispersed

into a stable, coolable configuration.

The TREAT experiments are designed to produce the phenomena encountered

in the HCDA analyses. Samples of LMFBR fuel, either fresh or previously ir-

radiated, are carried past the failure threshold to study the mechanisms of

failure, and the postfailure movements of coolant, molten steel cladding, and

the oxide fuel originally contained within the cladding. Most of the experi-

ments are conducted with the fuel samples held in an environment of flowing

sodium. Some tests are run with fuel inside dry capsules in order to provide

data on specific separate phenomena.

The range of mechanisms potentially of significance in the development of

HCDA is great, and the possible interrelation between them is complex. The

TREAT experiments provide a basis for characterizing the dominant phenomena to

be modeled, for checking the accident-analysis computer codes, and for putting

limits on the wida range of parameters that could be used as input to the

codes. The codes are used to calculate coolant boiling and voiding, the

melting and movement of steel clad, and the movement and melting of fuel

through the stages of each HCDA until the final, coolable, stable configuration

of the reactor cort '̂s attained. Many of the mechanisms and parameters used

in these calculations are, strictly speaking, unobservables. For example, the

microscopic mixing of molten fuel with sodium coolant after cladding failure

in a TOP cannot be observed directly; yet the relative velocities of emission

of molten fuel and the fission-product gases originally trapped in the fuel,

molten fuel fragmentation, and the scale of mixing of the molten fuel-fission

gas-liquid sodium-sodium vapor system are modeled in the codes. In order to

use these codes to calculate consequences of an HCDA, it is thus necessary to

take experimental data on the accident sequences, such as coolant voiding,

cladding relocation, and fuel movement, and to use these data to check the

code results.
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The major safety issues9 currently under study in TREAT are:

r*uel behavior - The response of LMFBR fuel to thermal transients, including

failure mechanisms and margins to failure.

Extent of core damage resulting from whole-core accidents - The characteriza-

tion of fuel dispersal in order to determine the timing and speed of accident

shutdown and the degree: of core damage from a potential HCDA.

Accident-energetics consequences of large positive sodium-void worth* - The

characterization of fuel failure and motion at the high powers resulting from

voiding in large positive sodium-void-worth cores in order to determine Che

timing and speed of accident shutdown and the degree of damage from the HCDA.

Data from these experiments, along with results from a series of auto-

clave experiments on sodium vaporization produced by fuel meltdown in stagnant

sodium conducted by ANL,11 have demonstrated that the LMFBR oxide-fuel/ lant

system does not produce energetic sodium vapor "explosions." Extensive out-of-

reactor experiments on fuel fragmentation, fuel-coolant mixings, and coolant-

vaporization phenomena have provided a theoretical basis to explain this

benign behavior.12 Margins between normal operation and fuel-cladding failure

have been demonstrated to be high for the range of conditions studied. Once

fuel cladding fails, the dominant modes of movement of previously irradiated

fuel are dispersive. Expansion of gaseous fission products, the pressure

gradient of sodium vaporization, vaporization of molten steel entrained inside

fuel debris, and fuel vaporization are mechanisms which can disperse the fuel.

The test results are being analyzed to determine and characterize the roles

played by these dispersive mechanisms. Fuel and coolant movements under the

TOP and TUC conditions covered in the tests have been compared against results

from calculational models. These comparisons have made it possible to select

ranges of code input parameters which result in reasonable reproduction of the

test data; thus, these comparisons have provided a basis for prediction of

coolant, cladding, and fuel motto:; under HCDA conditions.

*As first pointed out by Nims and Zweifel,10 coefficients of reactivity for
sodium removal, tend to become more positive as LMFBR core sizes increase, at
least in central core regions, that is, sodium voiding can cause a large
positive power feedback. The effects on HCDA consequences depend on incoher-
ence of voiding within subassemblies and across the core, and on competition
between voiding and fuel dispersal (which has a large negative feedback).
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II. TEST CONDITIONS

A. Apparatus

TREAT. TREAT is a versatile pulsed test reactor designed and built by

Argonne National Laboratory at the Idaho National Enginoering Laboratory

specifically for performance of LMFBR safety experiments.13 The reactor fuel

consists of small, fully enriched urania particles of about 20 u in size, dis-

persed in graphite. Small coolant passages are provided for posttest air

cooling of the Zircaloy-clad elements. The graphite serves two main purposes:

First, it is a large heat sink which absorbs heat from the core fissions more

rapidly than a conventional cooling system. For the time scale of the TREAT

power excursions, the heat absorption is effectively instantaneous. Second,

as the graphite temperature increases, it changes the neutron spectrum of the

TREAT core, thus generating a prompt negative feedback which provides a strong

inherent shutdown mechanism. For typical TREAT experiments, the reactor cur-

rently has the capability to generate sample energies of about two to three

times that necessary to raise the test fuel samples to the liquidus. The

reactor-kinetics characteristics and the TREAT computer-controlled transient

control-rod system14 provide a wide capability for performance of power bursts

simulating the developing HCDA. Reactor power pulses initiated by step with-

drawal of the transient rods at low power can have power rise periods - or e-

folding times - as short as 23 ms. For shaped power excursions in which the

power pulse is begun at a significant power level, the period can be as short

as 40 ms.

The reactor fuel elements have a 100-mm-square cross section. One or

more elements can be removed to admit test apparatus. Through the use of

special elements, a viewing slot can be opened up, extending from the outside

of the reactor shielding into the core center. Originally, this capability

was used to take high-speed motion pictures of fuel behavior inside an inert

gas environment in capsules with optically transparent windows. Now the slot

is used in conjunction with the fast-neutron hodoscope (see below) used to

detect sample fuel motion inside steel loops or capsules. The TREAT core is

1200 mm high, more than adequate for experiments with current LMFBR fuel pins,

which typically have fuel stacks of about 900 mm or less in length.



Neutron filters are incorporated into the test loop and capsule design

when it is required to modify the flux spectra incident upon the sample or to

shape axial power profiles.

Hodoscope. A key element of the experiments is the fast-neutron hodo-

scope.15 This instrument is shown set up at TREAT in Fig. 1. An array of

BANK OF 334
NEUTRON

DETECTORS

NEUTRON
HODOSCOPE
COLLIMATOR

WITH 3 3 4 SLOTS
ALL DIMENSIONS IN mm

Fig. 1. Schematic 'Flan View of Relationship
between Hodoscope Collimator and
TREAT Cove. (ANL Neg. No. 113-1682,
Rev. 2)

slots in an assembly of tapered rectangular steel plates is focused on the

test region in TREAT, covering an area there 1.22 m high by 67 mm wide.

Radiation from the test region passes through the slots and reaches detectors

outside the reactor shielding. The readout cycle of counting data can be as

short as 0.5 ms. This instrument makes it possible to monitor transient

changes in the test fuel distribution by detecting neutrons from the sample

fuel above reactor background radiation. The timing of fuel movements, and

the location, direction, and velocities of these movements can be obtained.

These data are essential, for without them, the experiment fuel-motion data

would be limited basically to only before-and-after information on fuel

location.

R-Loop. A gas-pressure-driven once-through sodium loop, the R-Loop, was

developed for TREAT tests on full-size LMFBR fuel elements. This loop mocks
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up key axial dimensions and hydraulics features of current typical designs.
16

Because of the manual assembly and disassembly steps required in the use of

the R-Loop, it is used only for experiments on fresh fuel. Figure 2 is a

schematic drawing of the R-Loop, in place in the TREAT reactor.

TO GAS SYSTEM

LO

TO GAS SYSTEM

SLOWDOWN NOZZLES

EXHAUST——1—0-U^T LD

SODIUM

^ — DISCHARGE
TANK

TO GAS SYSTEM

VALVE

PLENUM SIMULATOR
FILTER

FM_

Hβ

Nα

PRIMARY

_ SODIUM

RESERVOIR

^ROTATING SHIELD
\ PLUG

SECONDARY
CONTAINMENTC""T

TEST FUEL
B TREAT FUEL

Fig. 2. Schematic* of E-series Teet-vehiale Concept.
(ANL Neg. No. 900-4761, Rev. 3)
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Mark-II Loop. For tests on previously irradiated samples, the Mark-II

package loop is used. This vehicle is a fully contained package,17 with an

annular electromagnetic sodium pump (ALIP). 1 8 It is assembled and disassem-

bled remotely in the Argonne N. 'onal Laboratory "hot laboratory" cells.

Figure 3 contains a schematic drawing of this loop, which is large enough to

accommodate full-length (900 mm) fuel stacks, but does not mock up the full

range of axial length parameters. For special experimental requirements,

this loop can be outfitted with two ALlPs.

SECONDARY
CAN

PRESS.
TRANS,
PORT

ALIP
PUMP

SAFETY
TANKS

MARK I - C LOOP

Fig. 3. The Mark-IIC TREAT Loop.
(ANL Neg. No. 900-3337)
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Capsule. For special tests on inherent fuel-dispersal phenomena invol-

ving the effects of fission products, samples are being run in an inert

atmosphere. The Mark-II loop design shown in Fig. 3 is used as a basis for

these capsule tests: the bottom and top loop bends are removed and replaced

by flanges, leaving a cylindrical capsule which incorporates features for

remote assembly and disassembly. This design also has capability for tests

on fuel inside a stagnant sodium environment.

B. Fuel Samples

Test fuel samples for the experiments described herein are based on the

design for the Fast Test Reactor (FTR). This design has a 914-mm-long fuel

stack, with 165-mm-long upper and lower insulator-reflector sections and a

1067-mm-long plenum to contain fission gas released from the fuel pellets

during irradiation, all contained by a steel cladding tube wrapped with a

steel spiral spacer wire approximately 1.4 mm in diameter.* At the present

time, the only source in the United States for fast-reactor-irradiated fuel

is the Argonne National Laboratory Experimental Breeder Reactor II, which has

a 343-mm-high core. Thus most of the fuel samples run in TREAT have had fuel

stacks of this length. A limited number of full-length thermal-reactor-

irradiated fuel pins have been run in TREAT in experiments in which the

potential differences arising from non-fast-reactor-irradiated fuel do not

affect the accident scenario. Full-length FTR-type fresh- pins are used with

the R Loop.

C. Test Programming

Because TREAT is a pulsed reactor, samples cannot be run under steady

state at design powers. Thus it is necessary to program shaped power tran-

sients so that typical gradients and temperature levels are attained at key

times in the specific experiments. For example, a typical TOP test, run for

about 2-3 s at a power level about 150% of nominal design19 prior to initia-

tion of the power excursion provides satisfactory thermal conditions during

the overpower simulation. This type of "preheat" accelerates attainment of

*This design is also the basis for the reference fuel for the Clinch River
Breeder Reactor. In that case, the upper and ower reflectors are replaced
by depleted-uranium oxide axial breeder-blanket sections 356 mm long, and
the fission-gas-plenum length has been increased to 1219 mm.
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typical steady-state temperatures without premature overheating of any por-

tions of the fuel or without producing reverse thermal gradients which might

cause potential anomalous thermal stress cracking of oxide fuel. In TUC

tests, it is necessary to have an accelerated flow coastdown to stay within

TREAT energy limits. The initial power levels, initial flow levels, and

rates of flow decay are selected to simulate the required thermal conditions

and, as closely as possible, the relatively hot downstream temperatures

resulting from a TUC HCDA with flow decay without reactor shutdown. Once

coolant voiding occurs, the experiment progresses in real time.

Current tests use one to seven pins. For this reason, it is not possible

to simultaneously mock up such LMFBR parameters as the ratio of cross-section-

heated perimeter to wetted perimeter, the ratio of coolant cross section to

fuel cross section, and hydraulic diameter. Generally, LMFBR fuel-bundle

designs tend to result in overcooling of the outer row of fuel pins. This

feature tends to be a favorable one in HCDA sequences, because it promotes

incoherence in coolant and fuel behavior, thus tending to "stretch out"

accident phenomena. However, the edge-pin overcooling is enhanced in smaller

bundles. For the TREAT tests, two general techniques have been used to

mitigate the effects of excessive edge overcooling: The first technique is

used with irradiated fuel becuase fuel from a single irradiation subassembly

typically has a single fissile enrichment. In this case, the relative power

depression occurring in the central pin tends to offset the relative over-

cooling of the edge pins, and the details of the test-section design are

fixed to "fine tune" this compensation.*^ The other technique uses test-

sample enrichment graded to generate approximately uniform power, along with

smaller spacer wires on the edge pins.20
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III. TEST RESULTS

A. TOP Summary

Early TOP tests were -primarily of a scoping nature, and were intended to

examine the failure threshold and consequences of failure of oxide-fuel

elements, without reference to a specific fuel-element design or set of

reactor conditions. A major goal was to check for the possible existence of

violent coolant-vaporization events subsequent to failure. In particular,

Tests El, E2, and E3 were of this nature. The initial tests on FTR-like

elements, H2 and E4, were also generally of the scoping variety. These tests

showed two major features: The fuel failures produced fuel dispersion rather

than compaction, and the sodium-vaporization events resulting from failure

produced very little work. The benign (nonanergetic) sodium vaporization

observed in these tests played a key role in guiding future safety studies.

As the needs of the FTR safety analysis became better focused and the

new TREAT control system provided the option of shaped transients, the test

program became more oriented toward integral tests aimed at obtaining infor-

mation on the whole spectrum of events accompanying a hypothetical transient

overpower accident. Basic variables addressed in the program have been the

transient heating rate (related to the ramp-reactivity addition rate) and the

microstructure changes produced in the fuel by prior irradiation.

Effects of prior irradiation on the fuel microstructure can be summarized

briefly as follows: the relatively cool oxide irradiated below about 1100°C

does not show grain-structural changes; it has some cracks and has a rela-

tively high concentration of fission gas trapped within it. Fuel run in the

approximate range from 1100°C to 1600°C develops an equiaxed structure; the

outer (cooler) part of this region has smaller grains, while the inner part

has larger grains, and is often seen to be separated from the outer part of

the equiaxial region by a circumferential shutdown crack. Fission-gas reten-

tion in this equiaxed region is still not well-characterized. Fuel irra-

diated above 1600°C develops a columnar structure directed radially toward

the axis of the fuel pin and has essentially no fission gas. Low-power (LP)

fuel is fuel which was irradiated at power levels which did not produce

significant grain-structural changes. High-power (HP) fuel exhibits all
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three types of structure. The term intermediate power (IP) is used for fuels

which lie between the two extremes. A summary of the test conditions for

these experiments is given in Table I. The relative emphasis given to high-

power fuel samples reflects the role this type plays in "leadicig" the reactor

response to a TOP initiation.

Table I. Summary of TOP Experiments

Test

El

E2

E3

E4

E6

E7

E8

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

R9

R12

Fuel
Column
Length
(mm)

305

305

145

343

343

343

343

343

343

343

343

343

914

914

Initial Coolant
Velocity in
Pin Bundle

(ms)

3

4

4

5

3

4,

3.

6.

4.

3.

3.

6.

7.

7.

.8

.4

.4

.4

.6

.0

,3

.3

.0

.6

4

2

6

6

Type of
Transient

Single Burst

Single Burst

Single Burst

Single Burst

Preheat

Preheat

Preheat

Single Burst

Preheat

Preheat

Preheat

Preheat

Preheat

Preheat

Test-pin
Description*

1-fresh U0 2

1-fresh U0 2

3-Irr U02 (LP)

1-fresh MO

1-Irr MO
6-fresh MO (HP)

7-Irr MO (HP)

7-Irr MO (IP)

1-fresh MO

1-Irr MO (IP)
6-fresh MO

1-Irr MO (HP)
6-fresh MO

1-Irr MO (IP)
6-fresh MO

7-Irr MO (IP)

7-fresh U02

7-fresh U02

Equivalent Power
Rise Period

(Initial Value)
for Burst (ms)

64

50

35

66

188
188

180

150

80

900

960

1100

1100

1100

1100

*Microstructure characteristics of irradiated pins are given in parenthesis:
(LP) designates Low Power, (IP) designates Intermediate Power, and (HP) des-
ignates High Power. M0 designates mixed (U, Pu) oxide samples.

Analyses of the tests have focused on extracting information useful in

guiding code development and in testing predictions of existing models used

in accident analysis. The phenomena of greatest interest include prefailure

fuel movement, cladding failure threshold, the nature and location of initial
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and secondary cladding failures, coolant dynamics and fuel-coolant inter-

actions, and postfailure fuel motion.

Certain key conclusions have been drawn from the test data and analyses,

conducted thus far. It appears that prefallure fuel motion was an important

feature for pin geometries which particularly favored such motion, but the

data do not support the assumption of significant prefailure motion under the

conditions expected in an FTR fuel pin. Failure of fresh fuel pins in Tests

H2 and E4 appeared to follow a 40- to 50-ms period of localized boiling,

possibly along the spacer wire where it contacted the cladding. The mecha-

nism of failure appears to be meltthrough. This, of course, may be due to

the coolant conditions at the time and location of cladding failure in the

tests, including effects of the spiral wire in the annulus between pin and

flow tube. The time and nature of failure for full-length fresh fuel elements

under prototypic hydraulic conditions in 7-pin TOP Test R9 was consistent

with pretest calculations of the failure threshold in which the assumed mode

of failure was fuel-vapor-pressure-driven clad strain.21 Thus, it seems that

any model of fresh-pin failure should consider these phenomena as well

as the time- and space-dependent coolant conditions. The nature of irradi-

ated fuel failure is less clear. In one case with high-power irradiated fuel

(E7), data were interpreted as indicating that the initial failure consisted

of release of fission gas through small leaks. In general, the failure-

threshold data tend to support the thesis that fresh fuel has the highest

failure threshold, high-power irradiated fuel the next highest, followed by

intermediate-power and low-power irradiated fuel. Melting appeared to have

advanced well into the unrestructured fuel at failure of high-power fuel in

E6. No evidence of large-scale molten-fuel/coolant interactions has been

observed in any test. A consistent feature of the results has been at least

a partial flow blockage following the test. In the tests of prototypic fuel,

there is a tendency for released fuel to deposit in the flow channels either

near the failure site or in the region immediately above the fuel column

rather than undergo a benign "sweepout" beyond the pin bundle. Release of

fission gas into the coolant channel appears to be of importance in tests of

irradiated fuel pins.

Posttest examinations have shown extensive mixing of solidified steel

within solidified fuel remains. This has been the case for both fresh fuel
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and preirradiated fuel. Examples are given in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 4 is a

photo of a section from the E4 fresh-.:uel test., showing once-molten fuel

which had been carried upward and solidified next to one of the insulator

pellets from the top of the fuel stack. The solidified fuel contains an

extensive distribution of solidified steel. Figure 5 shows the fine distrib-

ution of solidified steel from a typical section of solidified fuel from the

preirradiated fuel test E7.

Fig. 4. View of E4 Fuel Carried
Upward and Solidified
Next to an Insulator Pel-
let. Solidified fuel is
shown at the tcp. Note
the fine distribution of
white solidified steel,
(meg. No. MSD-164872.
200X)

Fig. 5. Section of Solidified
Fuel from the Top Region
of E7. Note the finely
divided white solidified
steel inclusions. (Neg.
No. MSD-188777. 500 X)

In both 7-preirradiated-pin tests E7 and E8, postmortem exams indicate

that some molten steel was carried upward ahead of released fuel and solidi-

fied in the unheated region just above the fuel stack.

Test E822 employed seven pins with fuel which ha*i an axial variation of

its fuel microstructure more like FTR than in previous tests. The general

scenario of the events occurring in E8 is given in Table II. The results

from the hodoscope are consistent with the sensor data and the posttest
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Table II. Scenario of Events in E8

Time, s Power Level, MW Sensor* Observation

4.0 - 7.219

4.4

6.7

7.204

115

115

2130

H
R

R

P

No observable fuel motion.

Start of preheat plateau.

Power pulse begins.

Beginning of observable pres
sure changes.

7.212

7.219 - 7.30

7.219

7.223

7.228

2185

2235

2250

2300

7.234

7.238

7.278

7.30 - 7.40

7.30

2340

2370

2535

2500

7.32 2470

7.34 2150

P,F

H

H

H

H

H

Pressure pulses recorded as
first element ruptures.

Loss of fuel from pins over ex-
tended axial region; lost fuel
swept upward, to lodge above
original fuel zone.

About 6 g of fuel leave peri-
pheral pin on east** side of
bundle. Expelled fuel travels
upward to region above fuel
zone.

Second set of pressure events
recorded.

About 18 g of fuel leave west
side of bundle, again moving
rapidly to the superstructure
over fuel zone.

Third set of pressure pulses
recorded.

Maximum exit flow rate (1.65
£/s); inlet flow crosses zero.

Peak power reached.

Fuel moving about within ori-
ginal fuel zone.

Upward sweepout greatly dimin-
ishes as upper blockage is
largely completed.

Inner wall of flow tube pene-
trated on east side.

(Penetrations of flow tube in
line with hodoscope would not
be observable.)

Inlet flow at maximum negative
value (0.5

*H: Hodoscope; P: Lower Pressure Sensor; F: Flowmeters; R: Reactor Power
**Orientation: Pump on south side of test zone; hodoscope to north.
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examination. The first fuel motion detected by the hodoscope occurred at

7=219 s at 90% of maximum power. This time was about 15 us after the first

indications by pressure and flow sensors that an element had failed. The

expelled fuel moved rapidly upward and collected a few cm above the top of

the original fuel column within 20-80 ms. Upward dispersal of fuel from

failed elements stopped after 80 ms with an apparent blockage, containing

about 60 g of fuel, in the first 150 mm above the top of the original fuel

column. The posttest examination confirmed that a stainless steel barrier

had formed at the top of the original fuel column. Fuel motion continued

within the original fuel zone. By the end of the transient, the 80-mm region

just below the midplane was largely voided of fuel. The bulk of the fuel was

between the midplane and the upper blockage. The final configuration seen by

the hodoscope is consistent with the posttest neutron radiograph.

While certain conclusions can be drawn from the posttest examinations

and data analyses, accident-analysis models extend the area of understanding

in important ways. For example, in Test E8 the initial postfailure coolant

behavior could have been caused by either a fission-gas release and/or a mild

fuel-coolant interaction. However, PLUTO analysis of the initial sodium

voiding indicates that the most plausible explanation is an initial expulsion

of a mixture of fission gas and fuel together with a very mild fuel-coolant

interaction.

Two additioual experiments, R1223 and H6,21* were run using flowmeter

signals to terminate the TREAT transient upon a major (̂ 40%) reduction of

inlet flow. This experiment feature was developed to restrict the power

generation after initial clad failure, and thus provide data for modeling the

degree of sodium flow through a TOP-damaged fuel cluster after the TOP excur-

sion had been shut down by fuel removal from the core by sweepout. Fresh-

fuel test R12 was terminated by a flowmeter anomaly occurring at essentially

the same sample enthalpy at which failure was first indicated in the lead-in

experiment R9. Little fuel was released from the fuel pins, and essentially

full flow was reestablished in R12. In the case of H6, preliminary hodoscope

data indicate that about 5-10 g of fuel were removed from the active fuel

region during the initial failure sequence (flow-reduction events of 17% and

25%). The TREAT power excursion was terminated as programed upon a major
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perturbation of inlet flow (greater than 40% reduction), which was associated

with release of about 35-45 g of fuel. This last event produced a rlow

blockage. Post-experiment examinations of the R12 and Hβ test remains will

ba performed.

B. TUC Summary

The overall objective of the TREAT LOF tests has been to provide a data

base to support development and assess the validity of the SAS accident-

analysis code
2 5
 in the areas of coolant dynamics, molten-cladding behavior,

and fuel motion for the initiating phase of the hypothetical LOF accident

under FTR-type conditions. Generically the loss-of-flow tests consist of two

test programs. In the R-series tests, a once-through gas-driven sodium-

delivery-and-receivlng system provides sodium flow and prototypic LMFBR

hydraulic conditions, and uses full-length low-enrichment UO2 pins. L-series

tests, which use the Mark-IIC loop, may accommodate either fresh or irra-

diated elements, at the sacrifice of full-scale LMFBR hydraulic conditions.

1. Fresh-fuel Tests

The fresh-fuel tests include seven-pin L-series test L2, single-pin R-

series test R3, and seven-pin R-series tests R4, R5, R6, R7, and R8.
2 0
 The

test conditions consisted of a preheat, during which quasi-steady-state

thermal and hydraulic conditions were established, followed until scram by a

TREAT power flattop (with the exception of TUCOP Test R7). During each test,

an accelerated FTR-type flow coastdown to effect transient undercooling leads

to coolant boiling, voiding and dryout.

The key events in the L2 scenario are described in Table III. The

flowmeter signals indicate boiling for about 2.5 s, until the thermocouple at

the top of the fuel column indicated a rapid temperature rise, suggesting

dryout. At the time voiding was initiated, the flowmeter oscillations became

very regular and grew in amplitude for slightly more than 2 s . In the short

interval (M3.2 s) immediately following voiding, flow ceased after a promi-

nent "spike" in the outlet flow. The cause of the "spike" is not known

definitely, but is attributed to rupture of the fluted tube and release of

gas. No pressure pulses were observed at this time. A temperature corres-

ponding to melting of stainless steel was reached at the top of the fuel
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Table III. Scenario of Events for Test L2

Time, s Event

0.0 Beginning of test; temperature 474°C; flow, 0.91 Jl/s.

5.25 to 7.25 59-kW/m power preheat.

8.0 35.8-kW/m steady-state power.

9.2 Flow reduction starts.

16.4 Sodium boiling begins; temperature at top of fuel
column (TC4) at plateau of 949°C; flowmeter and out-
let temperature oscillations start.

17.0 Flow rate down to 0.088 Jl/s.

17.3 Effective flow cessation; zero net flow.

19 Dryout suggested; TC4 completes slow rise to 982°C;
outlet temperatures increase.

20.5 Stainless steel melting indicated; TC4 reaches
1399°C.

Flow blockage indicated; marked ejections of sodium
from test-section outlet followed by cessation of
flow oscillations; peak outlet temperatures observed.

TC4 fails.

Inlet thermocouples (TCI and TC7) fail; fluted-tube
melting indicated.

Fuel slumping observed by hodoscope.

Start of quiet period observed by hodoscope.

First eructation of fuel upward observed by hodo-
scope; flowmeter signals and coherent outlet-
thermocouple rises observed.

28.7 Slumping of ejected fuel almost complete as observed

by hodoscope.

29.5 Second major eructation observed by hodoscope.

30.9 Slumping nearly complete observed by hodoscope.

31.1 Reactor scram.

column about 1.5 s after dryout was indicated, and about 0.6-0.8 sec prior to

interruption of flow oscillations. Thus, the presence of molten steel well

in advance of the indicated flow blockage was verified. Failure of the two

inlet thermocouples, probably by melting of their leads opposite the fuel

column, was observed within 0.1-0.2 s of the beginning of fuel motion. Thus,

extensive melting of the fluted tube prior to fuel motion seems unlikely.

21.1

21.5

22.2

22.3
23.7

t o

to

27.7 (27
27.706)

21.

22.

.3

,5

.679 to
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The dominant initial motion detected by the hodoscope was slow slumping

of the fuel column, beginning about 5.9 s after commencement of boiling and

about 1.8 s after indication of molten steel temperatures at the top of the

fuel column. The slumping began with apparent lossi of fuel from the central

pin about 5 to 8 cm above the midplane. Fuel removal progressed toward one

side of the cluster, with the fuel moving downward. Fuel from above the

region of loss then dropped down, until essentially all the fuel in the top

third of the cluster had collapsed. This collapse process took about 1.4 s,

with a maximum rate of fall of about 10 cm/s. Fuel does not appear to have

penetrated the fluted tube at this time. A quiescent period of about 4 s

followed the initial slumping. Reactor power remained constant throrghout

this time, and it is likely that considerable fuel melting took place, along

with melting of the steel bordering the fuel mass. The quiescent period

terminated abruptly with an ejection (eructation) of fuel centered around the

middle 10 cm of the original fuel column. Fuel moved outward in all direc-

tions, with most of the fael moving upward into the voided region at a velo-

city of about 50 cm/s. The ejected fuel fell back within a second of ejec-

tion, at an average speed of about 25 cm/s. A small fraction of the ejecta

adhered to the remaining pin structure at the top boundary of the fuel column.

A second, similar dispersal event occurred about 1.8 s after the first.

Following the second dispersal, the fuel collapsed again and moved radially

through the fluted tube into it* final position. Reactor scram terminated

the test 1.6 s after the second eructation.

The L2 radiograph showed most of the fuel concentrated in a region about

13 cm high, extending upward from the bottom of the original fuel column. A

small amount of fuel also was found at the top boundary of the fuel column.

Fosttest examination revealed the fuel to be a very porous mass with large

voids suggestive of the earlier presence of gas or vapor bubbles. Steel was

found intermixed with fuel in several locations. Nonmolten pellets sur-

rounded by once-molten fuel were found at the bottom of the fuel column.

Molten steel was found to have penetrated into the interior of an unmelted

pellet through cracks in the pellet. The once-molten fuel contained steel

droplets nonuniformly distributed, with evidence that "streamers" of molten

steel had risen through the molten fuel. These data indicate that vaporization



of steel* was the driving force for the fuel eructation. A complete solid

blockage of stainless steel was found at the inlet to the bundle, extending

from about opposite the bottom fuel pellet well downward into the region of

the end plugs. A much less massive accumulation of cladding about 5 mm high

appears in the unheated region near the top boundary of the fuel column. It

is not clear that the flow area is completely obstructed at this elevation.

Key results from TUC tests R3 through R8 2 0' 2 7" 2 9 are summarized in this

section, including important variations caused by pressurized fuel pins in

test R8. A summary of parameters and events for the various tests is given

in Table IV.

Coolant boiling and subsequent voiding started at the top of the active

fuel. The typical sequence showed local boiling occurring for about 1 s

prior to the start of net voiding, and net voiding occurring for about 0.7 s

prior to inlet-flow reversal. No significant sodium superheat was detected.

Detailed out-of-pile measurements30 have shown that initial void growth

occurs as unidirectional annular flow in which sodium vapor fills the central

region of the bundle while sodium flow continues through a peripheral annulus.

The void growth continues upstream until vapor formation exceeds vapor con-

densation to the extent that pressurization leads to inlet-flow reversal.

The flow reversal (FR) occurred after about 20 cm of voiding into the core

for the R-series 7-pin tests.31 Following FR, voiding continues as a bi-

directional annular flow. Test data indicated the void fraction was about

85%, suggesting that the average sodium film thickness remaining on the

cladding and structure was about 0.09 mm.

Comparison of SAS calculations with the voiding profiles shows good

agreement. On the average, downward voiding through the core is limited by

thermal and heat-capacity considerations to the rate at which the cladding

reaches the sodium saturation temperature.32 Film dryout and subsequent

cladding heatup (at 300-400°C/s) followed shortly after sustained voiding.

Cladding failures, which began typically within 1 s after FR, occurred near

the tops of the active fuel at cladding temperatures of about 1315 and 1200°C

*The vapor pressure of typical stainless steels is about 0.1 MPa at the tem-
perature corresponding to the liquidus of the mixed oxide fuels. Cf. Ref.
26.
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Parameter R3 R4 R5 R6 R8

Coolant inlet temp, °C

Coolant velocity in test

304.00 327.00 338.00 324.00 310.00

bundle, m/s

Time of reactor power up, s

Average power/pin at flat-
top, kW

7.
2.

29.

05
80

00

7

3

28

.15

.00

.30

7.
3.

28.

32
20

30

7.
3.

28.

56

50

30

7

3

31

.15

.50

.80

Quasi-steady test-section
AT, °C

Start of flow coastdown, s

Supply tank (inlet plenum)
pressure, MPa

Fuel-bundle inlet pres-
sure, MPa

Fuel-bundle outlet pres-
sure, MPa

Onset of local boiling, s

Onset of net voiding, s

Coolant velocity, m/s

Rate of flow decay, %/s

Time of inlet-flow reversal, s

"lapsed time from FR to:

i) onset of cladding
failures (plenum gas
release), s

ii) upper cladding
blockage, s

iii) flowtube failure, s

iv) lower cladding
blockage, s

v) onset of fuel motion,

s

vi) power pulse, s

vii) power termination, s

Complete upper blockage

Complete lower blockage

162.00 133.00 139.00 130.00

9.10 7.90 7.95 8.73 7.97

1.02 0.861 0.840 0.854 0.837

0.130

20.55

1.80

12.00

22.30

1.20

5.85

0.688 0.667 0.681 0.664

0.129 0.130 0.130

13.15

14.15

1.83

12.00

14.87

1.13

12.50

13.65

1.83

12.00

15.80

16.80

1.70

12.00

14.56 17.46

1.14 0.90

2.
3.
20

57

2

3

.50

.14

2

3

.60

.29

2

3

.45

.00

5.30 6.20

10.55 10.15

yes
yes
yes

4.45

no
no

4.35

5.00

8.20

no
yes

0.130

15.20

17.50

2.10

12.00

18.18

0.71

0.79

2.49

3.82

7.82

none
yes
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for the unpressurized and pressurized (R8) pins, respectively. The failures

released plenum gas into the vapor-filled coolant channel, causing an enhanced

displacement of the upper sodium slug. For the tests with unpressurized pins,

this had no effect upon the thermally controlled voiding of the lower slug.

Test results have confirmed that sodium vapor streaming, calculated to be

at about 90 m/s, causes upward motion (flooding) of the cladding upon initial

melting.33 The steel was found frozen in the upper insulator-pellet region in

the form of a channel blockage. Although some details of the blockage forma-

tion cannot be assessed, certain characterizations can be made: (1) it cut

off vapor streaming to the extend that subsequent molten cladding moved down-

ward, (2) the blockage (a few mm thick) was much thinner than predicted by

SAS, (3) it formed a direct heat path from the pins to the flow tube which

accelerated flow tube failure, (4) the blockage could be breached by a differ-

ential pressure of 0.2-0.3 MPa, (5) the blockage formed an effective impedi-

ment to upward fuel-steel dispersal during the R7 power burst, and (6) the

upper blockage may not form at all when channel pressurization effects, caused

by failures of pressurized pins, cut off vapor streaming during the time of

initial cladding melting.

As the molten cladding relocated, it left behind columns of fused, un-

melted fuel pellets. A residue of molten steel appears to have adhered at

surface cracks and pellet interfaces. However, there is no consistent evi-

dence that the liquid steel penetrated into the solid fuel; only in rare

instances have pellet cross sections revealed steel intrusions.3<f

Inlet blockages were formed when the molten steel solidified after en-

tering the lower insulator-pellet and reflector region. The inlet blockages

were found to extend 5 to 8 cm into the reflector region and ranged up to 20

cm in total thickness. These blockages trapped sodium below the bundle inlet

and eliminated any possibility of reestablishing coolant flow; they formed

prior to significant fresh fuel melting.

The process of fresh-fuel slumping at nominal power was found to be

characteristically more complex than a simple collapse. Pellets showing

center melting of less than about 40% of area fraction were typically un-

drained; at higher melt fractions, fuel was found to have drained down the
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central cavity. Three possible mechanisms for fuel removal from an intact

pellet stack are suggested by the post-test examination data: (1) internal

pressure may force the stack apart axially, allowing molten fuel to emerge

through pellet interfaces; (2) internal pressure may cause lateral expulsion

of molten fuel through a fault in the unmelted shell; (3) the pellet stack may

buckle, permitting molten fuel simply to drain out of the center.

2. Irradiated-fuel Tests

No buildup in postboiling amplitude of flow oscillations like that of L2

was observed in either of the irradiated-fuel tests L3 or L4. Both tests pro-

duced fairly regular postboiling low-amplitude oscillations which persisted

through most of the transient. The outlet flow, especially in L3, was much

more irregular than the inlet flow. "Beats" were evident in the lower flow-

meter traces in each case. The reason for the absence of chugging oscilla-

tions in L3 and L4 is thought to be connected with the presence of fission

gases in the irradiated-fuel tests. Presence of significant quantities of

noncondensible gas will impede the boiling-condensation cycle necessary to

produce the chugging. There is no clear evidence of a rapid release of fis-

sion gas into the coolant stream even well after cladding should have melted.

A slow release into the boiling coolant is suggested. In L3 and L4, a deter-

mination of the progression of boiling in the coolant can be made from the

data obtained from the thermocouples of the fluted tube. These results show

that boiling progressed both ways from the top of the fuel column with inter-

face velocities of the order of 150-200 mm/s. Within about 1-2 s following

beginning of boiling, the data suggest dryout of the sodium film on the fuel

pins, resulting in increased heat input to the film on the fluted tube. This

film is then evaporated, and the temperature rise towards the steel melting

print. However, condensation of vapor maintains the fluted tube above the

fuel column at a constant temperature approximately equal to the saturation

temperature of the sodium. Condensation persists until gross fuel motion

occurs late in the transient.

In L3, the fluted tube reached its melting temperature about 3 s after

dryout. There was little or no flow perturbation, and the hodoscope indicated

little gross fuel motion prior to abrupt dispersal. The distinct responses of

the flowmeters and the inlet pressure transducer at the time of axial fuel
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motion suggest lack of extensive blockages. Melting of the fluted tube in L4

is associated with evidence of fuel motion, in which the fuel contacts the

tube and melts through. However, the timing of this motion and the resultant

melting is consistent with the time difference between dryout and melting

observed in L3. There appeared to be little change in the flowmeter signals

until the later response accompanying a major axial fuel motion. A distinct

response was noted in the inlet pressure, as in L3, so a complete inlet block-

age is not indicated.

In contrast to Test L2, there was no early gross fuel motion in Test L3.

In fact, there was little detectable fuel motion at all until an abrupt dis-

persal of fuel occurred, beginning about 14.2 s after the start of boiling.

The dispersal lasted 0.5 to 0.7 s, and resulted in extensive removal of fuel

from a portion of the fuel column centered about 30 mm above the midplane.

Most of the displaced fuel moved upward but some moved downward. Motion was

confined to one event; there was no slumping or re-entry of fuel following

dispersal.

Test L4 resulted in a gross fuel dispersal similar to that in L3. Some

bowing of the pins was observed prior to sodium boiling. About 5.5 s after

the beginning of boiling, hodoscope data indicate the top portion of the pins

fell sideways against the fluted tube, which promptly melted through. About 3

s later, a gradual spreading of fuel in the lower portion of that region

began, indicating some slumping of fuel. Another 3 s later, there was a rapid

loss of fuel from the center of the bundle, equivalent to the removal of the

center portion of the central pin.

About 2 s after loss of fuel from the center of the cluster, abrupt fuel

motion (an eructation) occurred. Motion appears to have originated at a site

about 1/3 of the way above the bottom end of the fuel column. The dominant

motion was dispersal of fuel upward, with some motion beyond the upper fuel-

column boundary. Some replenishment of fuel in the central portion of the

cluster is indicated about 40 ms after the beginning of the dispersal. About

4.4 s after this abrupt fuel motion, signals seen on the pressure and flow

instruments suggest a second such event. Since this second event occurred

after scram, the hodoscope data have poor statistics, but some fuel motion is

indicated.
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The posttest radiograph for Test L4 shows the bulk of the fuel to be

between the boundaries of the original fuel column, with some having dispersed

beyond the top. The general character of the fuel remains resembles that

found in Tests L2 and L3, i.e., a porous mass of fuel with fairly large voids

and with considerable entrainment of globules of steel. A sizable portion of

steel at the bottom of the fuel column is unmelted, and penetration of once-

molten fuel into this region is limited. The dry-capsule phenomenological

experiment Fl showed gross fuel swelling and exhibited slo^T (slowei than

gravity) slumping.35

Fosttest examination shows the axial extent of the top plugs of steel (a

few mm) is much less than calculated by SAS. The L3 examination also shows

evidence of some fuel having moved past the top plug, probably before the plug

was formed.

Our present interpretation of the fuel motion data from L2, L3, and L4 is

as follows: In L2, the fuel column simply fell apart once the cladding melted

and gave no further mechanical support. Falling of separate, partially melted

pellets or pellet fragments could account for the apparent slow slumping of

the cluster. On the other hand, the prior irradiation probably caused the

fuel pellets in Tests Fl, L3, and L4 to be sintered together. Thus, The Fl,

L3, and L4 fuel columns would tend to retain their identities and bow or swell

due to the effects of fission gases rather than crumble as individual pellets.

Dispersal or slumping would only occur when melting reached the unrestructured

fuel, at a later time than the collapse in L2. Such behavior was observed in

a photographic dry-capsule experiment^ in which the fuel column of an irra-

diated pin heated to its solidus held together after the cladding melted, and

remained essentially intact even after considerable swelling, bowing, and

buckling.

C. TUCOP Summary

Four TREAT experiments: R7, L5, L7, and L8, have been performed to date

on the course of an accident in which flow coastdown is followed by a power

burst. Although the first two tests (R7 and L5) were originally planned in

support of analyses of the response of the FTR to a TUC CDa, the data from

these tests are applicable generally to other CDA in which fuel is subjected
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to a power burst after channel voiding. Test R7 was performed on seven fresh

full-length fuel pins. A power burst was programmed to begin when the calcu-

lated fraction of the cross section of the hottest fuel in the test cluster at

the solidus or above was in the range 50-90%. Maximum sample power in the

burst was 15 times the nominal design value, and the maximum sample energy in

the burst was 660 kJ/kg. The resulting vaporization of fuel and/or entrapped

steel drove fuel debris to the ends of the fuel region. Fuel did not pene-

trate the steel blockages formed earlier in the test at the top and bottom of

the fuel.

Test L5, 3 7 run with three full-length irradiated fuel pins, had a power

burst initiated after voiding, at the time the hottest segment of the cladding

was calculated to reach incipient melting. The initial power burst period was

800 ms, and power peaked at about 6 times the nominal design operating power.

The L5 test cluster consisted of three fuel elements with a 0.86-m-long

active fuel column, preirradiated in the General Electric Test Reactor at 41

kW/m to about 8 atom percent peak axial burnup. Although the design met most

of the desired criteria for the test, it was necessary to reduce the fission-

gas pressure in the plenum region of the irradiated fuel element to insure

against premature clad failure of the test pins when compared with fast-flux

irradiated pins subjected to the same test conditions.38 The power burst was

designed to melt the fuel, but keep the fuel temperature below 3500°C in order

to limit fuel-vapor pressure, and ensure that any fuel dispersal in the test

would not result from fuel vapor.

Postmortem examination of the test section indicated that fuel had moved

axially away from the original fuel-column midplane, forming plugs at the ends

of the fuel column. However, the 0.86-m region occupied by the original fuel

column had not been completely voided of fuel at any elevation. The fuel was

melted over nearly its entire length, so that its identity as whole pellets

was lost. Large-scale motion of fuel was apparently preceded by melting and

motion of cladding. Solidified cladding blocked the coolant flow channels

both at the top and at the bottom of the original active fuel region. The

flow tube was also destroyed by melting at several locations. No fuel material

was found above the top of the active fuel column. Microstructures of the
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fuel remains were consistent with transient temperature calculations which

gave maximum fuel temperatues of about 2900°C.

Analysis of the hodoscope data shows that the onset of major axial fuel

motion occurred about 100 ms after peak power. The net motion was observed to

be dispersive in nature, that is, away from the midplane of the original

active fuel column, with alternately dense and less dense regions axially.

The L5 test results imply that fuel movements in voided subassemblies

subjected to a mild power burst would reduce reactivity in an LMFBR HCDA. The

dispersive driving force for fuel movement in L5 was probably entrained

gaseous fission products since the fuel temperatues generated were too low to

produce fuel vapor-pressure driven dispersion.

Three TUCOP experiments L6,
3 9
 L7,

1
*

0
 and L8

1
*

1
 were planned as a series in

order to provide guidance for modeling and analysis of fuel dispersal as a

mechanism for terminating somewhat higher-power sodium-void-induced bursts.

The TREAT bursts were specified to fit within the envelope of the range of

transients calculated for an LMFBR core with a moderate sodium-void worth like

that of CRBR. Experiments L6 and L7 were specified for higher-power fuel of

the type expected to "lead" the core response to the CDA. Experiment L8 was

planned to simulate the response of lower-power fuel in order to provide data

on the capability of fuel dispersal from such subassemblies to back up the

shutdown capability of dispersal in the "lead" subassemblies. Because of the

timing of availability of irradiated fuel, test Lβ was scheduled to be per-

formed after L7 and L8. Test L6 is in preparation at the time of writing.

Experiment L7 was programmed for a maximum power of 20 times the design

power for CRBR, and L8 was set for a maximum power of 50 times design. Both

experiment transients met these goals. A secondary goal in the detailed

planning was to program the shape of the TREAT power excursions so that the

onset of fuel motion was predicted to occur at about maximum power. For L7,

the onset of fuel motion was observed in the hodoscope data at ^90 ms before

the peak, at about 18 times design power. Figure 6 shows a summary of the

preliminary hodoscope fuel-motion data from L7. Fuel mass is shown as a

function of axial position for several selected times during the experiment.

Peak power occurred at 14.185 s. The figure shows that the fuel motion was
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Fig. 6. Three-dimensional Representation of the Axial Distribution of Test Fuel Mass as a Function of
Time during the L7 Test. Time runs from top to bottom of the figure in unequal increments. The
midpoints of the data-averaging intervals are given. For comparison with the final configura-
tion, the initial fuel configuration is indicated by the dotted curve in the foreground.
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dispersive, primarily upward, and that there appears to be a small quantity of

fuel above the original top of the fuel. The preliminary data in Fig. 6

illustrate the changes in fuel distributiun which occurred in test L7. It is

expected that some changes in the numerical values of the data given in Fig. 6

will be introduced during the final stages of data analyses. Test data from

L8 are not available at the time of writing.

Another series of three experiments: EOS 1, EOS 2, and EOS 3 4 2 was

performed as a survey to assess the capability of fission gas to provide

enhanced fuel dispersal at high power levels. These tests were needed to

provide guidance for modeling fission-gas-driven fuel motion over short time

periods at high-power accident levels. These are the first such experiments

on fuel dispersal at short times and high power levels. The maximum ~»ower

levels for the test pins were *v>100 times design. EOS 1 contained a fresh test

pin, EOS 2 contained a test pin irradiated at high power level, and EOS 3

contained a test pin irradiated at an intermediate power level. Each test

assembly contained a tandem-capsule test train. One of the tandem capsules

contained the test pin, and the other contained a fresh pin of lower fissile

content as an unfailed "control." Although the test data are still being

analyzed and detailed examinations of the sample remains are not yet avail-

able, the data available indicate that the irradiated-fuel dispersals began at

enthalpy levels about 100-200 J/g below the enthalpy level at which the fresh-

fuel dispersal began.
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IV. APPLICATION OF TEST DATA

A. TOP Margin to Failure

Accurate prediction of the time and location of fuel-pin failure during

a reactor accident depends upon mechanistic failure criteria derived from

experimental data. Several quantities or combinations thereof have been

suggested for use as failure criteria, including fuel enthalpy, fuel melt

fraction (fraction of fuel cross section having temperature in excess of the

fuel solidus), clad strain (total or plastic), and fuel-clad contact pressure.

The threshold values may additionally depend upon rate of enthalpy increase,

clad temperature, rise of clad temperature, rate of clad strain, and fuel

microstrueture, among others. Basically, the independent variables treated

in the program are transient rate and fuel microstructure. Inspection of the

gross failure data indicate that, within experimental uncertainties, fresh-

fuel failure required fuel melt fractions approaching or greater than 80%.

Irradiated-fuel failure appeared to be associated with some unrestructured

fuel nearing or exceeding the solidus. There is an indication that failure

is delayed for higher heating rates. These observations have guided develop-

ment of failure correlations and mechanistic failure models.43

Barrs, Scott, and Culley1*1* developed a semi-empirical "Damage Parameter"

that was used to correlate failure from Hanford Engineering Development Lab-

oratory stagnant-sodium capsule tests and from the ANL loop tests. This cor-

relation has been updated and revised extensively. The revised correlation

is designated as the "Failure Potential".^ The definition of the Failure

Potential is given below, to indicate the range of parameters and mechanisms

selected to characterize the response of the fuel:

FP . a SMSL tb ec- Dd,
time avg

where

FP = Failure Potential

= Enthalpy (energy content per unit mass) increase of fuel in the non-

columnar grain region over that at steady-state operation, J/g;

Y « Cladding burst strength as defined by tests on unirradiated 20%

cold-worked type 316 stainless steel heated at a rate of 111 K/s,

kPa;
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t
 x

 time into transient, seconds;

s = Variable representing fuel-structural features

= 0.9 lnV
f
 - (g/25.4);

g - Fuel-cladding radial gap at steady-state operation, mm;

V, = Volume fraction of non columnar grain region of fuel;

D = Available void volume, expressed as fraction of volume inside clad-

ding not occupied by 100% dense fuel, relative to that for a nominal

FTR fuel pin

= (1 - P
d
)/0.15;

P, = Planar smear density = T, (R./R . )
2
;

Td = Fraction of theoretical pellet density;

R
f
 = As-fabricated outer radius of fuel pellet;

R . = As-fabricated inner radius of cladding;

a,b<,c,d = Adjustable parameters

= 3033, 0.09, 0.65, -1.27, respectively.

All quantities except available void volume are determined on an axially local

basis.

Mast and Scott
1
*^ have developed a model of fuel-pin failure which used a

failure criterion based on the Larson-Miller parameter and a stress-rupture

life fraction rule. The cladding is treated as an elastic-plastic solid with

arbitrary strain hardening allowed. Since this model is derived from basic

principles, it does not require any correlation to fix constants within the

model. Rather, it is possible to compare the predictions with results from

TREAT tests. This was done for tests H4 and E6. It was found that this model

predicts failure 0.04 s after it occurred in Eβ and 0.01 s before it occurred

in H4. These differences are well within experimental uncertainties arising

from uncertainties in sample power and energy, and the uncertainties in the

derived sample temperatures. It also predicts a range of failure location

which covers the locations inferred from posttest examinations.

A discussion of developments in the modeling of the physical behavior of

the fuel is given by Deitrich ejt al.
,
*

7
 Although this reference does not

attempt to calculate failure thresholds, it does provide a summary of the cur-

rent status of modeling aspects of the fuel behavior which can load the clad-

ding, including fission-gas release and intragranular swelling, gas
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redistribution, internal pressurization, fuel cracking, and fuel elastic-

plastic behavior.

B. TOP

Two common features of the results of each of the TOP tests in which

gross failure occurred are fuel dispersal and at least partial plugging of the

flow channels. In test E2 (EBR-II-length fuel) the flow velocity was scaled

down to match the fuel length, but the ratio of coolant cress section to fuel

cross section was high. Plugging followed sweepout. In fresh-fuel test R9,

which was run with full-length fuel, both flow velocity and ratio of coolant

to fuel cross section were prototypic. Sweepout was followed by plugging.

However, the sweepout was very extensive, with considerable dispersed fuel

found extending well into rhe upper fission-gas plenum. R9 dat-_ rere used to

set the flowmeter scram signal in test R12 in which the TREAT burst was ter-

minated early after fuel failure (to simulate nuclear shutdown by the sweepout

in the actual LMFBR). R12 resulted in good post-test flow, but produced

minimal sweepout. In fresh-fuel tests H2 and E4, with failure into a near-

prototypic channel containing sodium at incipient boiling, sweepout was

limited. Some degree of sweepout occurred in irradiated-fuel tests H4, H5,

E6, E7, and E8, possibly prior to plugging. Evaluation of the post-mortem

evidence indicates initial fuel removal from the central irradiated pin in H5

occurred piror to motion of fuel from the peripheral pins. Hodoscope data

indicate that fuel motion began essentially at the time of failure. By con-

trast, the motion in E7 is a more general depletion of fuel from the central

portion of the cluster, occurring somewhat after failure. Overall motion of

fuel is generally away from the center of the test cluster, with a clear

tendency towards upwards motion in the irradiated-fuel tests. Fuel was swept

out beyond the boundaries of the original fuel column in Tests E2, E3, E7, and

E8.

Some relationship bet- en the extent of plugging and the severity of con-

ditions at failure is implxed by comparison of the results of H5 and E6. That

is, failure at lower melt fraction (or fuel enthalpy) seems to result in less

complete plugging. However, a model relating the amount of molten fuel and

plugging by fuel freezing is not yet available.
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The generalized fuel motion described above is valid for the general

class of TOP tests. It should be recognized that there are several types of

TOP situations and that some of the test conditions that were used were not

prototypical. For example, only tests E6, E7, E8, H3, H4, H5, H6, R9, and R12

were done with a pre-heat power plateau prior to the overpower burst. Of

these, only E7, E8, and Hβ were done with seven irradiated pins; the other

irradiated-pin experiments were done with one irrndiated pin surrounded by six

fresh pins. All of the pins used in the irradiated fuel tests had 0.34-m fuel

columnso The flow rate of coolant through the test bundle was prototypic only

in R9, R12, and Hβ. Because of the short fuel stack in Hβ, this linear rate

results in a hig.i sodium mass flow rate per gram of Hβ fuel. Thus, to com-

pensate partially for the higher rate of heat removal, the sodium temperature

at the loop inlet was set high, at 469°C.

From the H-series tests one can make the following observations, which

should be applicable to LMFBR whole-core analyses of TOP accidents with ramp

rates of ^Oc/s: Irradiated fuel can be expected to fail before fresh fuel;

the failure of irradiated fuel can be attributed to cladding strain. The

region of failure in an irradiated pin can be expected to be small, extending

over the len<?ch of only several pellets and around only a fraction of the. pin.

At the failure point, the first pins expected to fail (previously irradiated

ut about 33 kW/m) would have only approximately 10 to 20 percent of the cross-

sectional area exceeding the solidus, and no fuel would exceed the liqjidus.*

The radially-averaged enthalpy at the failure point would be approximately 825

kJ/kg. Most of the fuel which is moved from its Initial position can be

expected to be moved upward, but solidified fuel and steel at the top of the

subassembly will inhibit the movement of the fuel out of the subassenbly. The

coolant motions and pressures can be expected to be very mild. Data from H5,

Hβ, R9, and R12 indicate the the initial fuel expulsion will have little

effect upon cluster coolability.

From the E-series tests one can make the following observations which

should be applicable to LMFBR whole-core analyses of high-ramp-rate accidents.

*In Hβ, a maximum of about 50% of the cross section had attained the solidus

at the time of failure. Calculations indicate that the relatively "cool"

cladding in this test could have been strong enough to resist rupture until

the cross-section area at the solidus had increased significantly beyond

the nominal range.



Two types of failure can be anticipated on the basis of test results. One

type of failure, observed in test E7, is a relatively early pinhole clad

failure which causes a small, slow release of fission gas. A number of such

failures can be expected to occur incoherently; they will produce flow surges,

but no measureable pressure pulses, and they occur near the top of the fuel

column. For this failure mechanism the fission gas voids the coolant channels

while clad melting is propagated axially. Molten clad from the failure site

is swept upward with fuel to initiate flow blockages as the molten material is

frozen at the subassembly outlet. The picture of fuel motion that emerges in

this first case, based on E7, is that individual pins do not eject significant

quantities of fuel into the coolant stream. Rather, the pins swell as the

liquidus front approaches the gassy unrestructured fuel region. As swelling

progresses, the fuel stacks merge, and the cluster as a whole swells to form a

spongy mass filling the cluster volume. Blockages above and below are formed

as molten steel and fuel freezes to the upper and lower pin structure. Fuel

later arriving does not penetrate the blockages, but forms plugs of increasing

fuel density toward the ends of the original fuel column. The inlet blockage

forms after complete channel voiding. During the transition between indi-

vidual pin swelling and cluster swelling, the upper pin structures drop down-

ward, pushing the molten fuel outward and upward. Near the end of the tran-

sient, the hottest region of the fuel crust at the axial midplane melts and

moves both upward and outward.

The other type of failure is one in which the failure occurs at a slight-

ly higher enthalpy (950 kJ/kg) and is more abrupt. The failure can be expected

to be in the upper portion of the active fuel column, and the cause is attri-

buted to be loading* of the clad. Fuel can be expected to be swept out to the

reflector region, where a blockage will form. Extensive sweepout will be

prevented by the blockage. However, fuel motion toward the blockage will

continue, and it can be expected that the region in the vicinity of the fuel

midplane will be largely voided of fuel. The fuel motion for this type of

failure is clearly dispersive, and it provides credence to the sweepout mecha-

nism and resultant decrease in reactivity that have been postulated as a con-

tributor to termination of hypothetical overpower LMFBR accidents.

* Modeling of the mechanisms that load the cladding is complex. The roles
played by fission gas are somewhat uncertain. See, for example, Ref. 48,
which suggests that the gas does not play a dominant role.



C. TUC

The TUC tests that have been done can be used to guide the development of

models for both fresh and irradiated fuel, since Test L2 was done with fresh

fuel, and irradiated fuel of similar design was used in tests L3, L4, and Fl.

From the results of Test L2 and the long fresh-fuel tests R3-6 and R8, it is

possible to generalize that in an analysis of a fresh-core LMFBR subjected to

a TUC accident the following conditions should be observed:

Molten steel cladding would be carried both upward (presumably sodium-

vapor-driven) and downward (gravity). Some molten steel would solidify in the

first unheated axial region above the fuel. However, the major part of the

molten-steel cladding would be expected to run down and solidify at the bottom

of the fuel-stack region. This behavior is consistent with the predictions of

the CLAZAS module of SAS, that a small amount of steel is carried upward by

sodium vapor, that it solidifies in the first unheated region, and that it

"triggers" a flow blockage after which extensive steel flows downward and

forms a large, lower plug. However, the top blockages observed are much

thinner than those predicted by SAS. After the flow channels are plugged, the

fuel temperature would continue to rise, and fuel slumping would occur. There

is no evidence of accelerated compaction mechanisms, such as molten-cladding/

coolant interactions at the ends of the fuel. In fact, the presence of walls

and shells of solid fuel should cause fuel collapse significantly slower than

free fall. The first fuel eructation has been attributed to the vapor pres-

sure of steel constituents in the interior of a fuel mass with crusted ex-

terior. Fuel dispersed by the first eructation would not penetrate past

either the lower or the upper solidified steel plug. The predictions are

based on small-scale tests with 7-pin clusters, conducted with experimental

conditions designed to simulate coolant-channel and cladding-heating distri-

butions which approximate those typical of the central pins of a large sub-

assembly. In larger clusters, there may be a difference in cladding motion

between the internal and the cooler peripheral channels (no significant dif-

ference was seen in the TREAT test remains). If, in a large cluster, molten

cladding is not carried over from hotter internal channels to adjacent peri-

pheral channels, then there might be some survival of pin geometry in peri-

pheral channels beyond the time this scenario would indicate.
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For irradiated fuel, the results of loop tests L3 and L4, and the single-

pin phenomenological test Fl1*7 can be generalized to consequences which are

somewhat different than those found with fresh fuel. The model used to ana-

lyze irradiated fuel subjected to a TUC accident should show the following

behavior:

Molten cladding should move upward and solidify in a thin blockage at the

top insulator region—the first unheated region above the fuel. Molten steel

should also flow downward and solidify at the bottom of the fuel. These

solidified steel regions are consistent with the prediction of the CLAZAS SAS

module. However, as in the fresh-fuel case, the extent of the upper steel

plug is much less than that calculated by CLAZAS. No collapse of irradiated

fuel should occur until after the release of fission-gas-induced internal pin

pressures; rather, the oxide is expected to move laterally, with some tendency

for both steel and fuel material to move outward radially, Consequently, less

solidified steel is expected, at least initially, at the bottom of the fuel

than for the fresh-fuel case. A fuel dispersal, or eructation, is expected to

occur as a result of steel vaporization. This dispersal pushes some fuel

several cm past the locations of the thin top solidified steel "plug"; it does

not empty the original fueled region, but does move upward most of the fuel

from the upper two-thirds of the fuel stack. In addition, some fuel below the

original axial center may be dispersed downward, and the details of the dis-

persal may generate some net fuel motion toward the center, but no increase in

fuel density beyond the original smeared density is expected, on the basis of

the L4 test. The solidified fuel residue will block the coolant flow channels

at both top and bottom of the original fuel stack. No fuel-compaction mecha-

nisms, such as loading from upper pin structure, plenum fission-gas pressure,

or fuel-coolant interactions at the ends of the fuel stack, can be justified

on the basis of these tests. Details of the effects of fission gases upon

fuel movement appear to be quite complex. However, it was found possible to

construct an empirical fuel-motion model which provided a satisfactory physi-

cal interpretation of the effects of fission products on fuel behavior in the

phenomenological test Fl.,*9



D. TUCOP

The results of tests L5 and L7 can be generalized to statements of con-

ditions that should be reproduced by a model for a TUCOP. The results from

the phenomenological test F2 5 0 can be used to supplement the results of Test

L5 in the development of an LMFBR scenario for this situation. It can be

expected that the fuel motion from a TUCOP will be dispersive away from the

midplane of the original active fuel column, leaving behind regions of alter-

nately dense and less dense fuel. Also, it can be expected that there would

be a flow blockage at the termination of fuel movement. In the scenario for

this situation, the subassembly of concern is voided of sodium before the

power burst is initiated. Therefore, the flow blockage does not entrap large

amounts of sodium which could be involved in a sodium-vapor-driven dispersal.

The dispersive fuel movements which occur in this situation would reduce the

reactivity in an LMFBR HCDA. The dispersive driving free for Test L5 was

probably entrained gaseous fission products since the maximum fuel temperature

was below the saturation temperature for the fuel. The timing of the observed

L7 dispersal is consistent with this mechanism.

From the results of the tests, further details of the scenario can be

developed. The fuel will probably remain as columns until substantial melting

occurs inside the fuel. For high-burnup fuel, some crumbling of the fuel

pellets into large rubble may occur before the onset of melting. During the

transient, fission gas will form large intragranular bubbles and some of it

will migrate to the grain boundaries. Some grain-boundary gas will remain in

isolated bubbles while the rest of it will pressurize the interconnected

porosity and seep out of the pin. For a high-power situation there will

probably be only a small fractional release of gas prior to pin disruption.

When the unrestructured fuel begins to melt, bubbles which were repositioned

by the surrounding solid matrix will grow rapidly. Bubble coalescence will

accelerate and molten unrestructured fuel pellets will be pushed out into

available void space left by the absent sodium. All of the available space

will be taken up, with no passages left for sodium-vapor streaming. The

central part of a subassembly will consist of a hexagonal array of disrupted

pins with frothy centers, surrounded by small pieces of solid and melting fuel

mixed with molten steel. As more gas is released by melting and as further
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bubble coalescence occurs, the fission-product gas pressure and/or steel vapor

pressure will cause the axial dispersal of the fuel. Based on evidence from

the L5 test, the dispersal will not be rapid. However, since high power was

not maintained during the dispersal phase in the L5 test, a more rapid dis-

persal is a distinct possibility. The F2 test could be interpreted to indi-

cate existence of a dispersive force with rapid onset. Much work remains to

be done in order to describe the kinetics and the detailed development of the

processes described above. In particular, heating-rate effects need to be

clarified. It appears that at relatively low rates, fuel may slump slowly

until other phenomena produce dispersal. Dispersals like those of F2 and L5

may be characteristic of higher rates, only. Analysis of the dispersals from

tests L7 and L8 will be performed to provide more information on rates and

timing of fission-gas-induced dispersals under TUCOP conditions.

E. Implications for Development of Transition Phase

When a CDA is analyzed mechanistically, the results are likely to be a

mild dispersal rather than an energetic disassembly of the core throughout the

reactor vessel. One of the consequences of the mild dispersal is that the

fuel could be trapped in the core by strong mechanical surroundings and block-

ages formed by refrozen cladding steel and/or fuel. Such fuel blockages have

been observed in some of the TREAT tests that have been performed. However,

these tests do not have any decay-heat simulation. It is anticipated that

decay heat would cause the bottled-up core to boil up in a "churn turbulent"

flow regime until permanent leakage paths out of the core are opened up.51

Then fuel would be removed from the core by two-phase blowdown.

F. Comparison with Calculations

Three basic codes are used at ANL to analyze TREAT tests: COBRA-IIIM,

SAS, and PLUTO. COBRA H I M 5 2 is a multichannel, three-dimensional transient

heat-transfer code used to calculate test-sample temperatures as a function of

time. Experimental data on pressure, flow, fuel movement, and post-test

conditions are correlated against thermocouple data as extended by COBRA

output.

In order to calculate the consequences of the thermal excursions, it is

necessary to use a more elaborate code system such as SAS.25'53'5"* *55 This
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code calculates the transient history of a system beginning with a specified

power excursion or reduction of coolant flow. Coolant boiling and voiding,

clad melting and relocation, and fuel melting and slumping can be followed

with SAS. The physical situation represented by the code is a single "average"

pin of the seven-pin cluster with associated coolant and structure. Due to

the single-pin limitation, it cannot show the effect of asymmetric radial

power distributions which occur across fuel subassemblies in an LMFBR or in

pin bundles in TREAT. It cannot show the effects of the flow differences

associated with edge pins and the central pin of 7-pin tests. In spite of

these limitations, SAS Is a valuable tool because it can provide information

on movements: coolant voiding, clad melting and relocation, and fuel melting

and relocation.

SAS calculations have been made for the TREAT tests. Results of some of

the calculations, along with measured results, are shown for LOF test L2 in

Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Experiment with SAS Predictions for L2.
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The inception of boiling in the L2 test is predicted reasonably well, but

subsequent events are predicted to occur somewhat later than was experimentally

observed. Generally the proper sequence of events is predicted, but the

timing is not very accurate. Of course, such events as dryout and clad melt-

ing are not directly observed, so that an exact comparison cannot be made.

Also, the one-dimensional treatment of voiding will influence the predictions

of clad motion.

Slumping as indicated in Fig. 7 is based on 95% of the fuel area reaching

the solidus or above at the hottest axial node. The predicted time of incep-

tion of slumping is about 3 s later than the observed time. The criterion for

slumping in the SAS code is probably not realistic, since the most likely

mechanism for the observed slumping is the collapse of the fuel-pellet column

after the clad melts. If the criterion for collapse is taken to be the melt-

ing of clad over the full height of the fuel column, the collapse would be

predicted to occur within less than a second of the observed collapse. The

abrupt dispersal or eructation of fuel observed late in the transient is not

predicted by SAS since the code used does not contain a model for that parti-

cular phenomenon. The eructations could be predicted using a mechanism of

stainless steel or fuel vapor pressures acting on molten fuel.

For those situations in which the movement of fuel within the central

cavity of a fuel pin and the dispersive effects of sodium in the coolant

channel are a central issue, PLUTO is used. The PLUTO code is a single-

channel stand-alone FCI code, devised by Wider56 to simulate a fuel pin in a

reactor coolant channel. The purpose is to provide detailed calculations of

fuel distributions both for the moving fuel within the central-pin cavity and

for the results of interaction with sodium in the coolant channel. The fuel/

fission-gas flow in the molten-pin region is treated as homogeneous, compres-

sible, one-dimensional flow with a nonuniform flow cross section. The motion

itself is determined by numerically solving a standard set of hydrodynamic

equations in Eulerian form. All failed pins in a given subassembly are repre-

sented by a single-pin model.

The axial motion of material in the coolant channel is treated as two-

component slip flow. The liquid sodium, or the mixture of liquid coolant,
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vaporized coolant, and fission gas (Na/FG), is regarded as one component, and

its flow is modeled with compressible, Lagrangian hydrodynamics. The other

component is the fuel, which is assumed to be in the form of particles. The

motion of the fuel particles is calculated by solving the momentum equation

for representative (or "master") particles. Due to the numerical treatment of

the Na/FG flow with Lagrangian hydrodynamics, the whole coolant channel is

covered with a moving mesh which tracks the liquid sodium in the coolant slugs

and the Na/FG flow in the interaction region. Each of these Lagrangian mesh

cells is treated as a single interaction zone containing fuel, coolant, and

fission gas. This multiple interaction-zone treatment gives an axial resolu-

tion to the FCI. It also allows the fuel-coolant heat-transfer coefficient to

be space-dependent; e.g., it can depend on the local sodium-void fraction.

Although sodium-vapor condensation is accounted for in PLUTO, the condensate

is currently not assumed to adhere to the cold wall but rather to be torn off

instantaneously and mixed with the sodium in the coolant channel at the same

axial location.

The pressures in the interaction zones are assumed to be the sum of the

fission-gas and sodium-vapor pressures. For the fission-gas temperatures,

mass-weighted averages between liquid sodium and fuel are used. The calcu-

lation of fuel and fission-gas ejection from the pin is based on the assump-

tion that the fuel-pin nodes and coolant nodes adjacent to the cladding-

rupture are in pressure equilibrium. The amount of fuel/fission-gas mixture

ejected in a time step is set equal to the amount which is necessary to estab-

lish the pressure equilibrium. No backflow of materials into the pin is

allowed when an FCI leads to a pressure in the channel which is higher than

the pin pressure. The current version of PLUTO holds inlet and outlet pres-

sures constant; the rip length and area are constant; and fuel freezing or

plugging is not modeled.

The PLUTO code was used by Wider and Semenza7 to analyze the early post-

failure sodium and fuel motion (7.200-7.300 s) for TREAT Test E8, providing

additional insight into the early events. The version of PLUTO used for the

E8 analysis models the Mark-II loop and pump, and has the capability for

resetting the fuel-pin dynamics model to prefailure conditions at any time

during the calculation. This represents a simplified treatment of noncoherent

pin failure.
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A parametric study was performed with a variation in the number and se-

quences of pin failures, initial pin pressures and melt fraction, fuel-coolant

interaction (FCI) parameters, and gap sizes controlling the plenum fission-gas

release. The best results obtained are shown in Figs. 8(a) through 8(d).
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Reasonable agreement was achieved by assuming the following for PLUTO:

1. A pinhole type of fission-gas release from one pin starting at 7.200

s. The presence of this fission gas in the upper sodium slug atten-

uates pressure waves generated by later events and thus explains the

lack of signals at the upper pressure transducer.

2. The failure of the cladding of one pin (rupture length of 5 cm) was

assumed to occur at 7.210 s. This failure led to the first set of

pressure pulses in Fig. 8(b). An initial pressure in the molten-pin

cavity of 11.8 MPa (120 atm) was used together with a void fraction

of 4.5%. The pin cavity was assumed to encompass only 40 percent of

the fuel area although more than 50% may have been at or above the

solidus. This was done since none of the fuel had reached the

liquidus at failure time and the outer molten fuel is believed to be

very viscous. Moreover, a larger cavity leads to more fuel ejection

from the pin, which is in disagreement with hodoscope data.

3. Additional failure of two pins was assumed to occur at 7.221 s with

a higher (23.6 MPa) fission-gas pressure than the first failed pin.

This is due to the fact that the first failure probably involved

fission-gas release to the coolant through a pin hole prior to

ejection of any fuel [see (1) above].

4. The fuel injected into the channel was assumed to fragment instanta-

neously into particles of 0.1-ram radius. Although the drag acting

on these small particles is quite high, they still do not move as

rapidly as measured by the hodoscope [see Figs. 8(c) and 8(d)].

However, the Cho-Wright steady-state FCI formulation used in PLUTO

was modified such that the particle radius in the coefficient used

was 0.225 mm. This led to a rather mild FCI with a maximum sodium

vapor pressure of 0.3 MPa, which nevertheless contributed signifi-

cantly to the initial voiding rate.

5. A plenum fission-gas release from one pin was input at 7.235 s,

based on Fig. 8(a). The plenum gas prevents the upper sodium slug

from losing its velocity much more rapidly than predicted by the

experiment. Sodium vapor pressure cannot contribute much to the

pressurization of a partially voided and rather cold plenum region

(̂ 600°C) because of strong condensation effects.
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6. Two more pins were assumed to fall at 7.260 s, and a complete fuel

blockage above the fuel section was then assumed to occur at 7.265

s. Additional plenum-gas release below the blockage led to the

pronounced lower flow reversal [see Fig. 8(a)]. An uncertainty

remaining Is the question of whether a much higher ratio of fission

gas to fuel was ejected through the clad ruptures or whether fission

gas was released from fuel after its ejection into the channel. If

either of these were the case, no FCI or plenum-gas release may be

necessary to explain the sodium voiding and fuel dispersal.

Regardless of this uncertainty, the analysis shows that the PLUTO assump-

tion of a "gas bottle" in the pin, which leads to fuel ejection at the clad

rupture times, is adequate for E8 type pins. Moreover, even fuel injected

into a relatively slow coolant stream (̂ 3.3 m/s) is rapidly swept upwards.

Thus, the PLUTO modeling seems adequate for reproducing the early postfailure

events. However, if gross voiding takes place, fuel-freezing phenomena become

important. A new code PLUTO 2 5 7 which models these freezing phenomena is

under development.
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V. FUTURE WORK

A. Accident Conditions to be Studied

TOP. The reference TOP accidents selected for CDA analyses for the FTR

resulted in a reactor period of about 1.5 s. A second, "limiting" case with a

period of about 0.2 s was also analyzed. These accidents were selected on

conservative bases, and it has become apparent that the control-rod systems

are not physically capable of producing such excursions. Thus emphasis on

future TOP tests will shift to longer periods in the 2-10-s range, closer to

those that would be physically possible with actual control-rod drive

mechanisms.

TUCOP. The larger reactor cores being developed for larger-power LMFBRs

tend to have more positive feedback upon sodium voiding. Future TUC tests

will tend to simulate the accident sequence in which coolant boiling after

pump rundown causes a power excursion. The magnitude of the excursion depends

in part on the speed, timing, and coherence of fuel dispersal, so that future

TUC test programming will be dependent on the results of previous tests.

Tests also will be influenced by increased understanding of the core design

characteristics and more sophisticated analysis techniques which will treat

effects of incoherence in accident behavior within individual subassemblies

and over entire cores.

Phenomenological Tests. Recent tests have indicated that totally new

models of fuel breakup and dispersal may be required for mechanistic calcu-

lations of fuel dispersal. New experimental capabilities are being developed

to "follow" this breakup and dispersal by optical photography to obtain a

direct determination of fuel-behavior phenomenology.

Development of Transition Phase. Calculations based on test data indi-

cate that the most likely course of the CDA sequences is that the initial

events result in a core dispersal that terminates power excursions, but is not

violent enough to disperse the core permanently within the reactor cavity.

Under fission-product-decay heating, and with coolant passages blocked, the

damaged core will "boil-up" (first due to steel vapors, and with continued

heating, due to fuel vapor itself), and finally disperse throughout the reactor
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vessel sufficiently for the debris to be permanently coo ed in situ. Experi-

ments have shown sufficient steel entrapment In the fuel debris that the

steel-vapor mechanism should be an effective means of initiating this dispersal

from a damaged core configuration. New experiments on a longer scale will be

begun to characterize the early stages of the development of the "boiled," or

"transition.," phase.

B. Role of Upgraded TREAT and the Safety Test Facility

The Safety Research Experiment Facility (SAREF) program has been proposed

by Argonne National Laboratory and the Department of Energy to solve the key

issues in fast-reactor safety.9 This program includes early upgrading of the

TREAT capability to include an advanced TREAT loop which would provide the

capability to test irradiated fuel of geometry prototypic of commerical LMFBR-

with a full simulation of axial structures to provide representative thermal-

hydraulic capability up to at least the 37-pin level. In addition, the up-

grade will provide for replacement of a limited number of TREAT fuel elements

adjacent to the test region to provide increased sample-energy capability with

radially flattened power profiles.

The Safety Test Facility (STF) is planned to become available subsequent

to the upgrading of TREAT. TREAT experiments will serve as lead-in to the

larger STF, which is designed to have capability of tests up to the four-

subassembly level. With STF, capabilities are planned for shorter reactor

power periods, large-scale proof tests on fuel dispersal, and experiments on

the multisubassembly level on the complete transition phase.
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